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Analysis of the Direct-Current Bolometer Bridge 
By Do vid M. Kerns 

The behavior of a direct-current Wheatstone bridge wi th a nonlinear element (bolometer) 

in one arm, as used in the m easurement of microwave power , is analyzed. Results of rather 

general applicability are obtained by ascribing arbi trary values to the resistances making 

up t he bridge-network and by employing a resistance law of a general form for t he bolometer 

element. Emphasis is placed upon t he developmen t of first-order t heory in convenient form. 

General characteristics of t he behavior of t he type of network (and nonlinear element) 

under consideration are indica ted . Results obtained include expression for t he derivatives 

of galva nometer current with respect to radio-frequency power, a mbient temperat ure, source

voltage, a nd source-resistance. 

1. Introduction 

Bolometers, consis ting, for example, of bead 
thermistors or of fine platinum wires, have received 
wide use as microwave power measuring elements. 
In this application a bolometer is mounted in a 
wave-guide stru cture whose function is to enable 
the bolometer to absorb radio-frequ ency power 
from a source whose output is to be measured. 
The bolometer is also connected into a direct
current (or low-frequency alternating-current) 
network whose functions are to detect or measure 
changes in bolometer resistance and to supply 
bias power to the bolometer. Thus in this arrange
ment the total electrical power dissipated in the 
bolometer consists of bias power plus any radio-

. frequency power that may be present. An essen
tial property of the bolometer is, of course, that 
its resistance, through the dependence of the 
r esistance upon temperature, is determin ed in a 
given environment by the total electrical power 
dissipated in the bolometer. Thus radio-frequency 
power may be measured in terms of the change of 
r esistance produced by the application of the 
power to be measured, or it may be measured by 
the change in bias power required to keep the 
r esistance constant. These principles have been 
employed in various, more or less elaborate, 
arrangements; 1 technical details, however , are 
no t needed for the purpose of this paper . 

I See, for example, Technique of microwave meaSluements 11, cbapter 3, 
M I '!' Radiation Laboratory series (M cGraw·Hill Book Co., New York, 
N. Y., 1947). 

Bolometer-Bridge Analysis 

This paper i concerned with the analysis of 
the behavior of what is probably the simplest 
bolometer circui t-arrangement that is useful in 
power measuremen ts by the methods outlined. 
This arrangement is the Wheatstone-bridge net
work shown in figure 1. The analysis of this 
network, however , is general: arbi trary values are 
ascribed to the resistances making up the network, 
and a r esistance law of a general form is employed 
for the bolometer . Previously published analyti
cal work on networks of the type considered (see 
foo tnote 1) is less general and in some r espects 
less complete than that given here. 

The point of view of this discussion, and the 
particular results derived, are perhaps especially 
appropriate in the planning and the analysis of 
precise experiments or measurements. N everthe
less, the treatment at the same time provides a 
basis for an understanding of some of the general 
characteristics of the behavior of the type of 
bolometer-bridge arrangement considered. 

Although Wheatstone-bridge calculations can 
become tedious, it is found possible to put the 
calculations in a r ela tively convenient form and 
to obtain r esults in forms suited to numerical 
calculation. The no tation and the methods used 
can be applied to the investigation of features of 
more specialized interes t than those considered 
here. (A few identities that have been found of 
value in such investigations are given in the 
appendix.) 
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FIGURE 1. Network and notation. 

II. Expressions for the Currents 

The first task is to obtain convenient expressions 
for the currents in a Wheatstone-bridge network 
in which a bolometer of resistance r constitutes one 
arm. The bolometer is a nonlinear element; r is 
its direct-current resistance, defined by the equa
tion e=ri, where i is the bolometer current, and e is 
the voltage across the bolometer terminals. In 
obtaining these first formulas , however, the value 
of r is assumed to be given, so that the nonlinear 
behavior of the bolometer does not at first come 
into consideration. 

The network and the notation are illustrated 
in figure 1. R I,Rz,R3 are the respective resistances 
of three arms of the bridge, RG is the resistance of 
the galvanometer branch, RB is the resistance of 
the battery branch, and E is the battery voltage. 
Instead of employing these quantities directly as 
parameters of the network, it is of some con
venience in numerical calculation and in the 
algebraic work to employ another set defined as 
follows. The bolometer resistance ro for which 
the bridge is balanced is given by 

(1) 

I t is convenient to introduce ro as an explicit 
parameter and to express R I,Rz,R3 in terms of ro 
and two ratios A,jJ. by m eans of the equations 

RI= JJ.rO, R 2= AWO, R3= ArO' (2) 

Clearly these equations are such that (1 ) is auto
matically satisfied. The quantities RB , RG will 
also be expressed in terms of ro by letting 

(3) 
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wher e b, g are dimensionless parameters. The six 
quantities ro, A, jJ., b, g, E will be regarded as the 
basic parameters of the network. 

The system of equations for the m esh currents 
iB,il,i (which are illustrated in fig. 1) may be 
written 

E /rc=(b+A+AjJ.)iB - AjJ.i 1- Ai, } 

0= - AJJ.iB+ (g+ JJ. + jJ.A)il-gi, 

0= - AiB-gil + 0+A+r/ro)i. 

The determinant of this system is 

- ).. 

(4) 

- AjJ. 

g+ JJ. + jJ.A 

- g 

- g . (5) 

g+ ).. +r/ro 

Let MB,M1,M denote respectively the cofactors 
of the first, the second, and the third elements in 
the first row of (5). One may then write for the 
mesh currents and the galvanometer current 

iB = MBE/ (roD) = [(1 + )..)gJJ. + (r/ro+A) 
(g+ jJ. + JJ.A )] E / (roD), (6) 

il= M1E/ (roD) = (g+ gjJ. + jJ.).. + }lr/ro)AE/(roD), (7) 

i = ME/ (roD) = (g+ gJJ. + jJ.).. + JJ.»)..E/ CroD) , (8) 

iG=i-il = (l -r/ro) AJJ.E/ (roD). (9) 

When r=ro- that is, when the bridge is balanced
the cofactors just d efined are evidently related by 

so that 

where, by inspection of the network, 

(12) 

(The subscript zero will be used generally to 
denote quantities evaluated for r= ro.) 

It is advantageous to write the determinant D 
in the form 

(13) 

where p and q do not depend upon r. By com
paring (12) and (6) it is easily found that 
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To evaluate D for general values of 1', both p 
and q must be known. The quantity q is the 
coeffi cient of 1'/1'0 in the expansion of the determi
nant (5) : 

(15) 

An expression for p is perhaps most easily obtained 
by noting that Do= p + q and calculating p=Do-q. 
The resul t is 

This expression may be verified, if desired, by 
expanding the determinant (5) with 1'= 0, since 
D evaluated for 1' = 0 is precisely p. . 

By Thevenin's theorem, the network into which 
the bolometer is connected may b e repre ented by 
a suitable voltage E ' and res istance R' in series. 
These quantities may be evaluated in a convenien t 
form by using (13) and (8) to write 

. EM/q 
~ .- . 

1'op/q+1' 

But i is to be given by E' /(R' + 1'); hence 

E' = EM/q, R' = 1'op/q. (17) 

Since 1Yl,p,q, are independent of 1', the quantities 
E' ,R' are also indep enden t of 1', as indeed they 
must be. 

The expression (9) for galvanometer cmrent 
may now be put in a useful form, which shows 
explicitly the dependonce upon 1', viz, 

. 1'0-1' 
~o=I R' +1" (18) 

where I is an abbreviation for E AiJ./ (roq). As the 
final preliminary formula, toe solution of this 
last equation for l' is recorded: 

(R' iG/I 
1'=1'0- +1'0) l +iG/f (19) 

III. Introduction of a General Bolometer 
Law 

The currents calculated in the preceding section 
are those that are obtained when the bolometer 
has the resistance T. To approach the essential 
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problem of determining the bolometer r esistance 
actually assumed under various operating con
di tions, some expression for the law of r esistance 
of the bolometer must be introduced. It is both 
convenient and informative to employ are istance 
law of a general form, 

1'=r(T,P), (20) 

where l' is the direct-cmrent resistance of the 
bolometer , T is the ambient temperatme, and P 
is the electrical power dissipated in the bolometer. 
This electrical power is considered to be the sum 
of two terms, 

(21) 

where P ac and P rJ are r espectively the direct
current power and the radio-frequency power dis
sipated in the bolometer. Equations 20 and 21 
contain the assumption that direct-cmrent power 
and radio-frequency power have precisely equiva
len t effects on the bolometer resistance. Thermal 
lag prevents the bolometer resistance from follow
ing rapid changes of either ambient temperature 
or electrical power ; the law (20) is therefore to be 
understood as giving equilibrium values of 1'. It 
may be noted that, in particular, th e respective 
resistance laws used for bead-thermistor and 
platinum-wire bolometers can be written in the 
form (20). 

The behavior of a bolometer in the neighborhood 
of a given operating point (T ,P ) is characterized 
by two partial deriva tives evaluated at that point . 
The basic equation is simply 

(22) 

If l' is h eld constant, the resistance law 1' = r( T ,P ) 
defines a relationship between T and P . From 
the rule for the ditrerentiabon of implicit functions 
(or, indeed, directly from the differential equation 
22), one may wri te 

(23) 

Any two of the derivatives in this equation deter
mine the third. In practice it is sometimes con
venient to make use of this fact , determining 
(or/oT)p by measuring the other two derivatives 
rather than by measuring it directly. 
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Upon introducing the notation 

( 01') (OP) 1 
oP T = 'Y, aT r= -c' (24) 

the identity (23) may be written 

( 01') 'Y 
aT p=c' (23') 

and the expression (22) for d1' becomes (22') 

d1'= 'Y(dT/c+ dP). 

The important parameter 'Y, which is the rate of 
change of bolometer resistance with respect to 
electrical power at a given ambient temperature, 
is the 1C0hms-per-watt" coefficient characteristic 
of the bolometer. The differential coefficient 
(oP/oT)r, as suggested by the notation chosen for 
it, is in many cases a constant to a good approxi
mation. But it should be remembered that both 
'Y and c are, in general, functions of T and P. 

The resistance law (20) may be written in the 
form 

P=P(T,1'), (25) 

which represents (20) solved for P. For 1'=1'0, 

PrJ=O, and any fixed value of T, the bolometer 
current is io, where 

(26) 

since P=Pd.= 1'oi~. The current io is also given by 

io=E' /(R' +1'0), 

where E', R', as defined in section II, represent 
the bridge into which the bolometer is connected. 
By eliminating io between the last two equations, 
one obtains 

E'/(E'+1'o) =..jP(T,1'o) /1'o. (27) 

The process of balancing the bridge consists of 
adjusting the bridge-parameters involved so that 
(27) is in fact satisfied. The left-hand side of (27) 
may be written in a form that exhibits the param
eters involved: 

In many cases A and ).L, as well as 1'0, are preferably 
not varied; in these cases, b or E (or both) may be 
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adjusted to obtain bridge-balance. The bolometer 
current io obtained when the bridge is balanced 
(with PrJ= O) is often called the bias current. 

The fundamental equations applying to the so
called balanced-bridge method of measuring radio
frequency power are very easily obtained. If the 
bridge is balanced with radio-frequency power 
present, the corresponding bolometer current sat
isfies 

(28) 

On the other hand, (26) holds when the bridge is 
balanced with no radio-frequency power present. 
Equations 26 and 28 combined yield the equation 

(29) 

for the determination of Prj in terms of 1'0 and 
measured values of i and i o. Granted the assump
tion of the form of the bolometer law itself, there 
remain two basic assumptions involved in (29). 
These are discussed briefly in the following two 
paragraphs. 

Equation 29 involves the assumption that io and 
i are measured under conditions of thermal equilib
rium at the same ambient temperature T. If io 
is measured at temperature T and i at temper
ature T+ dT, eq 29 is replaced by the approxi
mate equation 

PTJ=ro(i~-i2) +(~~} dT) 

=1'o(i~-i2) -dT/c. 

(30) 

This equation is correct to the first order, provided 
that the somewhat unrealistic condition of thermal 
equilibrium at each of the two temperatures T 
and T+ dT is fulfilled. 

The value of 1'0, as a parameter of the bridge, 
can be made very precise. But the use of 1' = 1'0 

in 29 implies that the bridge is exactly balanced 
when the two currents are measured. The uncer
tainty in obtaining 1'=1'0 is determined largely by 
the useful sensitivity of the bridge with respect 
to unbalance. It is convenient to estimate the 
corresponding contribution to the uncertainty in 
Prj directly (rather than by first finding the un
certainty in 1') by means of an equation of the 
form 

dP oPTJd· 
rJ=~ ~a, 

u~a 
(31) 
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with dio placed equal to the smallest detecta.ble 
change in galvanometer current. The quantity 
(oiojoPrJ) , which is frequently called th e "lj 
sensitivity," can be calculated by means of for
mulas to be derived later. 

In the so-called unbalanced-bridge, or defl ection 
method of measuring radio-frequency power, no 
adjustment of the initially balanced bridge is 
made when the radio-frequency power is applied, 
and the resulting value of galvanometer current 
is taken as a measure of the power. In this method 
the nonlinearity of the relationship of PrJ to io is 
naturally of some concern. For this reason an 
extension of 31 to include the quadratic term in io 
is given (section V). 

In the treatment of nonlinear circuit elements , 
the nonlinear element is often described by a law 
written in the form 

e f(i). (32) 

Such a relationship- or rather a family of such 
relationships, with PrJ=coDstant, T=constant as 
parameters- is indeed defined by the bolometer 
resistance law in the form already adopted. 

If an element having the e-i characteristic (32) 
is connected to a source consisting of a voltage E' 
and a resistance R' in series, the resulting current 
must simultaneously satisfy the two equations 

e f(i), 1 
~ 
I 

(33) 
e=E'-iR'·1 

In other words, i must satisfy the equation 

f(i) =E' -iR'. 

Let E', R' receive increments dE' , dR' , respec
tively. Then the corresponding differential of i is 
given by 

. dE' -idR' 
d'/, R' + r. ' (34) 

where r., denoting the derivative of f with respect 
to i, is the variational resistance (for slow varia
tions) of the element. Thus with respect to small 
changes in E' and R', the nonlinear element be
haves like an ohmic element of resistance r •. 

An expression for r. may be derived from the 
resistance law in the original form (20). The 
equation 
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e-ir(T, P,,+ei) =0, (35) 

which is obtained from (20) by substituting 
r=e/i and Pde=ei in that equation, may be re
garded as an identity in e or i for fixed values of T 
and P'fI and thereby defines e=j(i). The varia
tional resistance is obtained from (35) as the 
derivative of an implicit function: 

~ [e-ir(T, P rJ+ei] 

! [e-ir(T, Prf+ei] 

where '1' = (or/oP)r as previously defined. In a 
slightly modified form 

This identity will be used to obtain an alternative 
form of one of the expressions to be derived in 
the next section. 

IV. First-Order Theory 

Since, so far as the bolometer is concerned, the 
bridge is completely represented by the equivalent 
E', R', the effects upon the bolometer of changes 
in any of the basic parameters characterizing the 
bridge in detail may be evaluated in terms of 
corresponding changes in E' and R' . Accordingly, 
in setting up the basic equation for a complete 
first-order theory, the quantities E', R', r, T , Prf 
are selected as variables. 

Equation 22' may be written 

where dP is separated into its parts dPr!l dPde . 
Since P de is given in terms of E', R', r by P de= 
rE'2/ (R' + r) 2, the differential of P de is given by , 

2E'rdE' E'2(R' -r)dr 2E'2rdR' 
dPae (R'+r)2+ (R'+r)3 - (R'+r)3' 

which may be more conveniently written as 

where, in addition to the obvious relation '/,= 

E' j(R' +r), the notation 

R'-r 
?J=,R'+r 
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has been used. If this expression for dP de is sub
stituted into the above expression for dr, one 
obtains upon solving for dr, 

where 

(38) 

Equation 37 serves as the basic equation for the 
first-order theory. 

The role of the factor 'Y. in (37) is significant. 
If E' ,R',T are held constant, equation 37 states 
that dr='YedPTI' Thus 'Ye might be denoted by 
(or!oPTI)T and is an effective ohms-per-watt 
coefficient, which depends not only upon the char
acteristics of the bolometer but also upon the 
network into which the bolometer is connected. 
'Ye, as a multipler in (37), includes the effect of the 
change in P de concomitant to a change in any 
one of the variables T ,PThE' ,R'. The quantity 
71 (which appears in the denominator of the expres
sion (38) for 'Ye) is in fact of the form of a reflection 
coefficient and is a measure of the mismatch 
between the equivalent source and its load. 

Under certain conditions very large values for 
'Ye can be obtained. By inspection of the de
nominator of (38) it is apparent that i'Y.[---7 co if 

1 1 R' +r 
'Y--C> i21} = 1,2 . R' - r' 

Comparing this expression with the relation 
(36), it is evident that this condition is equivalent 
to rv--C> - R', as indeed might be expected. This 
fact is also apparent in another form for the 
expression for 'Ye, which is obtained by using 
(36) to eliminate 'Y from (38). The result is 

(39) 

Thus when rv is negative (as it is for a bead ther
mistor under typical operating conditions), arbi
trarily large values of 'Ye can in principle be ob
tained by making R' --c> - rv. Unfortunately this 
fact is of somewhat limited usefulness in power 
measurement, because, as is evident from (37), 
the sensitivity of r to changes in all the other 
variables increases when the sensitivity to radio
frequency power- the desired sensitivity- is in
creased. 
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So far, this discussion has deal t essentially with 
changes produced in r. The sensitivity of the 
galvanometer current (which, rather than r, is 
the observed quantity) to changes in radio-fre
quency power, temperature, source-voltage (E), 
and source-resistance (R B ) will now be calculated. 
These sensitivities are perhaps most naturally 
denoted as partial derivatives, but neither the 
partial nor the total derivative notation is ade
quate to express their precise meanmgs. The 
selected independent variable, the dependent 
variables, and the quantities held constant must 
be noted in each case. 

a. RF power sensitivity, STI' Consider first the 
sensitivity of galvanometer current to changes of 
radio-frequency power, with the temperature 
and all network parameters (including E) being 
held constant. Under these conditions the fu'st
order change dio in galvanometer current corre
sponding to a change dr in bolometer resistance 
is given by 

. i) ( ro - r) I R' +ro d 
dlo = or I R' + r dr = - (R'+r)2 r, (40) 

where the expression (18) for io is used. From 
(37) one finds 

since T,E',R' are here constants. Hence, letting 
ST/ = oio!OPTh one has the result 

S I R'+ro 
Tf = - 'Ye (R'+r)t' (41) 

b. Temperature sensitivity, ST' The definition 
of the temperature sensitivity differs from that 
for ST/ only in that T instead of PT/ is taken as the 
independent variable. Hence, from (37), 

dr = 'Y.dT/c. 

Combining this with (40), and using the notation 
ST= oi%T, the result may be written 

(42) 

c. Sensitivity to source-voltage, SE' The sensi
tivity ot galvanometer current to changes in source
voltage E is calculated by considering E as the 
independent variable, all other circuit parameters, 
as well as T and P Th being held constant. In this 
case (40) must be replaced by the more general 
expreSSlOn 
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d . io dE 1 R' + 1'0 d 
~o= E - (R' +1')2 r, (40') 

in which th e additional term appears because 
(unless th e bridge is initially balanced) io depends 
upon E directly , as well as indireetly through the 
dependence of r on E. From (37), 

d1' = 2'Y eP acdE' / E'. 

Since th e network parameters are not varied, 
dE' /E' is equal to dE/E . It follows that 

S _ oio_'i2 _2'YePa](R'+ro) (43) 
E- o E - E E (R'+ 1')2' 

wh ere SE is the desired sensitivity. 
d. Sensitivity to source-1'esi8tance, S n. The sen

sitivity of galvanometer current to changes in 
source-r esistance is obtained by considering b as 
the ind ependent variable, all other network para
meters, as well as T and Prj, b eing h eld constant. 
From the expression (18) for io it is apparent that 
tbe expression corresponding to (40), if written 
out, would have t11l'ee terms, since q,R' , and l' 

depend upon b. Moreover dr is given by 

dr = 2'YeP etc (dE' -idR' ), 

wherein dE' and dR' are determined by the de
pendence of E' and R' UpOl" b. (Tbe dependence 
of E' and R' upon b is given explicitly by eq 15, 
16, and 17. Al though tbe calculations implied 
by these remarks can be carried ou t in fairly 
compact form , the result may be obtain ed by th e 
following simpler method. If E and R n al' both 
vari ed , then dio is g iven by 

where Sn denotes the sen itivity to be calculated . 
Now the bridge as a whole may b e considered as 
a nonlinear elem ent connected to the source con
sisting of E and Rn in series, and th e principle 
expressed by (34) may b e applied to this circuit: 

. dE-indRn 
d~n= R n-+- ];" (in)' 

In this expression ill is ba ttery-branch current (as 
defined in section II), and F' (in) represen ts th e 
variational r esistan ce of th e bridge as a whole. 
Suppose that E and Rn arc varied in such a way 
that dia = O; this requires clin = O, which in turn 
requires that dE=inclRn. H en ce, from th e above 
expression for dia, 
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and the desired result is given by the simple 
relation 2 

(44) 

The expressions for the sensi tivities calculated 
above simplify somewhat when evaluated for 
1'= 1'0' It may b e observed that 

E 
(SrJ)0=2P ae (SE)O' 

These equations suggest a m ethod of evaluating 
(S, ,)o by means of direct-cuuent m ea urem ents. 

V. A Second-Order Calculation 

Taking th e resistanee law in the form (25), 
separating P into its components P r"P ae, and reL 

placing P ete by E '2r/ (R' +1')2, one obtains . 

(45) 

PrJ becomes a function of ia through the deperid
Cllce of l' upon io, as given by eq 19, 

. - (R'+') i o/l 
r - 1 0-- 10 l +io/t (19) 

Equation 45, with the impli ed elimination of l' by 
means of (19), r epresents an analytical expr ession 
fo1' PrJ(i o), i. e., for the calibra tion curve of the 
bolometer bridge a used in the unbalanced 
bridge method of m easming l'adio-frequenc}~ 
power. Fol' som e pUl'po~es a power-series expan
sion of P ,/(ia) is useful. 

Elimination of T from the la t term of (45) 
y ields 

Pde=i~ [ 1'0 + (To- R' ) ¥ - R' (¥ Y J (46) 

Thus Pr/c is given in general and without approxi
mation as a quadratic in ia . L et it be assumed 
that P (T ,1') can be expanded in the series 

P (T ,r) = P (T ,1'o) + P 1 (T,1'o) (1'-1'0) + ~ P 2 (T ,ro) (1'-

1'0) 2+ . .. , 
-----

2 Thi s resilit cou ld have been obtained, witb a slight gain in brevity, by 
ernployi ng a standard network theorem generally known as tbe compensa
tion theorem. The argument given avoid s any question of the applicability 
of Ute theorem to a circuit involving a nonlinear element. 
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convergent for Ir-rol <p, say, where P 1,P2 ••• 

denote the successive derivatives of P(T,r) with 
respect to r. The expression for r-ro can be 
expanded in the series 

' ~a ~a" ~a [ . C')? C')3 ] r-ro=(R +ro) -y+ 7 - 7 + ... , 

which converges for lial< I. (The algebraically 
largest and smallest values of ia are I and 
- (R'lro)I, corresponding respectively to r-'? co 

and r=O. Thus only if R';;2 ro does the series for 
r-ro converge for all physically possible values 
of ia.) Substituting this series into the series for 
P(T,r), ordering according to powers of i a, and 
dropping powers of ia higher than the second, 
one finds 

P(T,r) = P(T,ro) - Pl (T,ro) (R' +ro) '!!j + 

[~P2 (T,ro) (R' +ro)2+P1(T,ro) (R' +ro) J(~Y + .. 
(47) 

Here ia is understood to be restricted so that the 
conditions Ir-rol<p and lial<I are both satisfied. 
Equations 46 and 47 together yield the expansion 
of (45): 

Pr,=P(T,ro) -roi~-

[Pl(T,To) (R' +ro)+i~ (ro-R')] ¥+ 
[~p 2(T,ro)(R' +ro?+ P1(T,ro)(R' +ro)+i~R' ] (~y + .... 

If, as is assumed, Pr,= O when ia=O, then the 
constant term vanishes. Further, the coefficient 
of ia is necessarily equal to (8r,)-1 (to verify, note 
that P1(T,r) = 1/'y, and compare with (41)). 
Hence the final second-order expression may be 
written 

Pr,=(8do1i a+ 

[~P2( T,ro) (R' +ro)2+P 1(T,ro)(R' +ro) +i~R'J C7Y
(48) 

VI. Appendix 

In this appendix are derived several identities that are 
useful in various extensions of the calculations of the text. 
These identities involve primarily the quantities M,p,q 
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derived from the determinant D, and the determinant D 
itself. All of the quantities involved (except one as noted) 
are as defined in section II of the text. The relationships 
to be obtained hold for arbitrary values of the quantities 
r,ro,A,J1.,b,g appearing in the expression (5) for D. These 
quantities here may be, and are, considered as independent 
variables. 

The calculations are conveniently based upon a theorem 
on determinants 3 that states that if D is any determinant 
and S is the second minor obtained from it by striking out 
its ith and kth rows and its jth and lth columns, and if Ai; 
denotes the cofactor of the element that stands in the i th 

row and the jth column of D, t hen 

[ Ai; Ail [=(- l )i+;+k+IDS . 
AM Akl 

This theorem, applied to the determinant (5) with 
i=j= l, k=I= 3, yields 

1
MB M[ 
M q = (g+ J1. + J1.A )D. 

Now g+ J1. + J1.A is equal to aq/ab, and MB is equal to 
aD/abo H ence the above equation may be written 

aD aq 
M'=q ab - D()b' (49) 

This identity is a key to the establishment of others of 
more immediate physical s ignificance. Thus, the deriva
tive of the equivalent resistance R' with respect to battery
branch resistance R8 is 

~ (1!.-) -~ (!l) - ( aD _ aq) 2 ab q - ab q - q ab Dab /q 

Therefore, by (49), 

(50) 

The derivative of the quantity 'T/ = (R' - r)/(R'+I') (intro
duced in connection with eq 37) with respect to the 
parameter b is easily obtained: 

2 1'1'0 (M) 2. 
(R ' +r)2 q , 

upon noting that q(R'+r) =ro(p+qr/1'0) = roD, one has 

~=2(!...)(M) •. 
ab To D 

(51) 

There are corresponding expressions for the derivatives 
of R' and 11 with respect to galvanometer resistance. 
These are readily obtained by making use of the fact that 
the interchanges 

g->b, A->J1., 

b->g, J1.->A, 

3 M. Bacher, Introdnction to higher algebra, p. 33 (Macmillan Co., New 
York, N. Y., 19(7). 
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leave the quantities p and q unchanged. That is, if (*) 
denotes the quantity as transformed by the set of inter
cbanges, then 

q*= q, p*= p. 

From this property and from eq 50 and 51, it follows that 

~ (P.)= [~ (J!.) ] * =LM2)*, 
og q ob q q2 

a nd that 

( 0'1)=(0'1)* =2(!..) (J\lf2)*. 
og ob TO D2 

These two results are put into final form by making use of 
the relation MM*= A}J.Do, which is evident from the 
explicit formulas for M and Do. One obtains 

Bolometer~Bridge Analysis 

~(p.)=(A}J.Do)2, 
og q Mq 

(52) 

0'1 =2 (!..) (A}J.Do)2. 
og To MD (53) 

Equations 51 and 53 simplify t o some extent when, in 
particular, 1' = 1'0. In some cases one might wi h to make 
use of the fact that NIl'll is a factor of Do. 

The author is grateful to Harold Lyons, Chief of the 
Microwave Standards Section, National Bureau of 
Standards, for encouragement in the preparation of this 
paper. 

WASHINGTON, October 6, 1948. 
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